Abstract. Mathematical ranking systems, such as those used in college football's Bowl Championship Series (BCS), can be classified in two broad categories. Predictive methods seek to forecast outcomes of future games, while retrodictive rankings aim to most closely match the results of contests already played. Ideally, a retrodictive method would order teams such that each team is ranked ahead of all teams it defeated, and behind all the teams to which it lost. However, this is generally impossible at the end of the season, as any ranking will "violate" the results of some games, by having the loser ranked above the winner. For any given set of game results, there is a minimum possible number of violations, and we call a ranking that induces the minimal number a perfect ranking; computing such rankings is an NP-complete problem. Jay Coleman, an operations research professor at the University of North Florida, developed a model called MinV to identify perfect rankings. For the 2008 season, each of the six computer ranking systems used in the BCS had at least 80% more violations than MinV. However, perfect rankings are not unique, raising the question of which perfect ranking is the best ranking. If all perfect rankings agreed on the top teams, this might not be a major concern, but in the 2008 season, there were five teams that could have been #1 in a perfect postseason ranking. Because of clustered scheduling, it is possible to move groups of teams up or down, and sometimes even whole conferences, while maintaining a perfect ranking. Under MinV, a highly-ranked team may be unaffected by a loss to a far-inferior opponent, contrary to logic. The latter portion of this paper details multiple examples of these issues.
The methods used by the computational rankings vary widely. Richard Billingsley's rankings [5] are recursive, meaning that each week's rankings are computed using only the current week's games and the previous week's rankings. Some include margin-of-victory and/or home-field advantage, while others do not. While many involve advanced mathematical techniques, including maximum likelihood estimation (in Kenneth Massey's rankings [17] ) or the solution of large linear systems (in the Colley Matrix rankings [11] ), some use simple formulas. An example of a simple system is the Ratings Percentage Index (RPI), which ranks teams using a weighted average of winning percentage, opponents' winning percentage, and opponents' opponents winning percentage. While RPI is more commonly associated with college basketball, it is also widely published for college football.
There is no single measure of which ranking system is the best. Predictive ranking systems attempt to accurately forecast the outcome of upcoming games based upon currently available information. Teams are rated and ranked according to their perceived ability to win future games. Over the last decade, no computer rating system has consistently outperformed the Las Vegas oddsmakers. (See "most accurate predictor" in [3] ). The bookmakers have a financial interest in accurate predictions, and ostensibly use all available information in setting the betting line, including injuries, detailed game statistics, and any relevant intangibles. At the opposite end of the spectrum from the predictive systems are retrodictive ranking systems, whose goal is to determine a ranking that accurately reflects the results of prior games. Such rankings do not use results from prior seasons, and most disregard margin-of-victory, so they are widely considered "fairer" for use in determining participants for postseason play. There is a middle ground between predictive and retrodictive rankings, as some rankings attempt to both model past results and predict future games.
If margins-of-victory and home-field advantage are removed, then evaluating the results of retrodictive ranking methods becomes simple. The best method is the one whose rankings contradict the game results least often. An ideal retrodictive method would determine a ranking with the property that each team is ranked above the teams they defeated and below the teams to which they lost. We will see that this is generally impossible, so the goal becomes to rank teams in a way that minimizes inconsistencies (known as ranking violations or reversals), occurrences in hindsight of a lower-ranked team beating a higher-ranked one. This is a variation of the linear ordering problem from graph theory, which involves ordering a group of objects such that some function is minimized, in this case the number of violations. The linear ordering problem is an example of an NP-complete problem ("Directed Optimal Linear Arrangement," denoted [GT43] in [12] ), part of a class of computationally difficult problems for which no fast (polynomialtime), efficient, general method is known.
When the final 2008 rankings for the six BCS computer rankings are evaluated for retrodictive quality, the violation percentages are similar, as shown in Table 1 . We will find that there is substantial room for retrodictive improvement in all of them. While zero violations would be ideal, there are multiple reasons why violations are inevitable.
In a three-team round-robin (where every team plays each of the others), it is not uncommon for each team to win one game and lose one game, a situation called a cyclic triad [9] or a loop [20] . Such occurrences are noteworthy when the teams involved share a conference or divisional championship as a result, as was the case in the Big 12 South Division in 2008. Oklahoma beat Texas Tech, Texas Tech beat Texas, and Texas beat Oklahoma. Each team won all their other conference games, so these three teams had identical conference records (7-1), divisional records (4-1), and head-to-head records (1-1). The determination of which team advanced to the conference championship game had implications for the national championship. In a three-team loop, any ordering of the three teams will induce at least one violation, and some will cause two. While any of the three teams could be ranked highest relative to the others, the choice of the first team determines the order of the other two. To avoid a second ranking violation, the middle team must be the one which lost to the top team, so the lowest-ranked team is the one that defeated the top team. (Thus, the win of the lowest-ranked team over the highestranked team is the violation.)
There is another situation in which ranking violations are inevitable, the true upset, in which an inferior team defeats a superior one. A recent example of an upset is Mississippi's 2008 win over eventual national champion Florida. Mississippi had a record of 8-4, with losses to Wake Forest , Vanderbilt (7-6), South Carolina (6-6), and Alabama (12-2), while Florida A small number of necessary violations occur due to a pair of teams meeting twice during a season, with each team winning once. While major college football teams do not schedule two games against the same opponent during a given season, post-season contests (conference championships or bowl games) can produce rematches. teams split two games, there will be exactly one violation, regardless of how the teams are ranked relative to one another.
Jay Coleman, an operations research professor at the University of North Florida, developed an integer programming model in [9] called MinV that determines the minimum possible number of ranking violations for a given set of data, then attempts to find a ranking which satisfies this minimum. The method used is beyond the scope of this paper, but the algorithm is described in [9] . We will consider a ranking to be retrodictively perfect if it results in the minimum number of violations. The problem of finding a perfect ranking is computationally intensive, but it is made slightly easier because perfect rankings are not unique. In practice, there are typically large numbers of perfect rankings, but they are still difficult to find among the 120! ≈ 10 200 permutations of the 120 teams in major-college football. For each season since 2004, Coleman has published a post-season ranking [8] that has the minimum possible number of violations. For the 2008 season, there were 717 games contested between FBS teams, and the minimum number of violations was 69, so a perfect ranking correctly reflects the outcome of 90.4% of the games played during the season. By this measure of the retrodictive quality of a ranking system, Coleman's MinV rankings are far superior to other ranking systems, such as the BCS rankings in Table 1 . Even the best of those six by this measure, the Sagarin ratings, has 81% more violations than Coleman's ranking. Of the 100+ rankings compared by Massey [15] , only three others come within 25% of the minimum number of violations. Two of those three ranking systems are direct extensions of Coleman's MinV model; the other, GridMap [20] , is independent, but uses similar principles.
Coleman's model is clearly outstanding at reflecting the outcome of games during the current season, so this raises the question of why nothing comparable to MinV is used in the BCS rankings. The answer lies in the non-uniqueness of perfect rankings. Because there are many possible perfect rankings, we would need further criteria to determine which one should be used. If the differences among top teams in perfect rankings are minor, then we might conclude that any such ranking is acceptable and could set arbitrary criteria to achieve uniqueness.
To determine the degree of variation among retrodictively perfect rankings, we consider the results of the 2008 season, including bowl games. Because only teams within the FBS are being ranked, games against non-FBS teams are not included in teams' records. To create new perfect rankings, we start with Coleman's final 2008 MinV ranking [8] , then move teams so that no additional net violations are generated. Departing from Coleman's practice in the MinV rankings, we will not allow teams to be tied for a particular place.
There are five teams that could be #1 in a perfect ranking: Utah, Florida, USC, Texas, and Texas Tech, as shown in Table 2 . Every undefeated team has a legitimate claim to the #1 ranking, but in 2008, Utah was the only such team. Four other teams could also appear atop a perfect ranking, despite one or more losses. Florida's only defeat was the previously-mentioned upset by Mississippi, so there is no team which must be ranked ahead of Florida. Oklahoma, Texas, and Texas Tech were part of a cyclic triad, so any of these could be ranked ahead of the other two. Having no other losses, Texas could then be ranked #1. Texas Tech had one other loss, to Mississippi. Even two wins over highly-ranked teams would not allow Mississippi to be placed above either Texas Tech or Florida, thus Texas Tech could land in the top spot. However, There is a wide range of potential rankings for some teams. No team appears in the top five of every perfect ranking, and only three teams -Florida, USC, and Oklahoma -are even guaranteed a spot in the top ten. Despite being the only undefeated team, Utah can be ranked as low as #13. Texas could fall as far as #21, and Alabama (ranked 6th by consensus of the BCS computer rankings, see Appendix A) could be altogether removed from the top 25. It is also possible to move teams higher than their results seem to warrant. For example, there is a perfect ranking in which the top four teams (in descending order) are Florida, Florida State (7-4), Virginia Tech (9-4), and Maryland (7-5). The latter three, all from the relatively weak Atlantic Coast Conference, finished the season ranked 18th, 16th, and 35th, respectively, by consensus. The much stronger Big 12 Conference provides another example of how whole conferences can be over-ranked or under-ranked, due to the strong interconnectedness of teams within a conference. Table 3 lists the top 25 for two perfect rankings, with very different results for the Big 12. In the ranking on the left, eight of the top sixteen teams are from the Big 12, including 4-7 Colorado at #16. In the ranking on the right, the Big 12 has just one of the top 19 teams. Just as there are can be questionable outcomes at the top of a perfect ranking, the same is true at the bottom. Traditional power Michigan had a miserable season by its standards, winning just three games. However, two victories came against bowl-bound teams, Wisconsin and Minnesota. Because these upset wins are largely ignored, the Wolverines could be ranked as low as #119 out of 120 FBS teams, even though there were 28 other teams which won three or fewer games. Middle Tennessee State won five games, including a victory over a Maryland team that eventually won a bowl game, yet MTSU can be ranked as low as #117. On the other hand, Washington, one of only three winless FBS teams, can be ranked in the upper half at #57. For comparison, the consensus rankings of Michigan, MTSU, and Washington are # 94, #97, and #115, respectively. While less relevant for applications involving the BCS, these results demonstrate weaknesses of a ranking system based solely on minimizing violations.
In general, MinV penalizes a defeat to a far-inferior team less than a loss to a similarlyranked or slightly inferior opponent. Counterintuitively, a contending team with a single loss is ranked higher if that loss came against a weak opponent, rather than a good one. On the other hand, upsetting a far-superior team may not result in a ranking improvement, while beating a slightly-superior team will generally be rewarded. At season's end, Mississippi was ranked in the top 20 of both major polls and all six BCS computer rankings, largely on the strength of twin upsets of Florida and Texas Tech, but minimizing violations requires that Ole Miss be ranked below three mediocre teams to which they lost. These principles are in opposition to those of most other ranking methods, in which every upset carries weight, a loss to a weak opponent is more damaging than a loss to a strong one, and defeating a top team is substantially rewarded.
The existence of multiple perfect rankings was an issue known to Coleman at the time of his 2005 paper [9] . Logically, the next step in extending a violation-minimizing method is to add additional criteria to narrow down the possible outcomes. Beginning with the 2006 season, Coleman has used victory margins to determine which on-field results should be violated when there is a choice, for example, in the Texas -Texas Tech -Oklahoma cyclic triad. In the games among those three teams, the smallest margin of victory was Texas Tech's six-point win over Texas, so this result is violated. The alternatives would have been to violate either Texas' tenpoint win over Oklahoma or Oklahoma's 44-point win over Texas Tech. Thus, Texas is rated above Oklahoma, which is rated above Texas Tech. While the use of margin-of-victory in rankings is contentious (and prohibited in the BCS computer rankings), Coleman's choice is logical. For the 2008 season, Coleman determined that, with the minimum 69 violations, the smallest possible sum of the margins of violated games is 573 points [8] . This does not make the ranking unique (of the five possible #1 teams, only Texas Tech is eliminated from potentially topping the ranking). To narrow further the possibilities toward uniqueness, the MinV rankings use the Sagarin rankings [19] as a final criterion, attempting to most closely match Sagarin's rankings while maintaining the minimum number of violations and total margin of violations. This is an unsatisfactory solution, as it is preferable for ranking systems to each stand on their own, independent of others. A version of the Sagarin ratings is already used in the BCS formula, so adding the MinV ratings to the BCS would overweight Sagarin's ratings.
GridMap, also designed to minimize violations, takes another approach to resolving loops. It utilizes a different algorithm (which is not fully disclosed), focusing on intertwined loops, in which one or more games are a part of multiple loops. Each violation is listed, along with the sequence of games in the associated loop (since every violation involves a loop). In Massey's 2008 comparison of ranking systems, GridMap finished second only to MinV in violation percentage [15] . The approach appears to be less computationally intensive than Coleman's method, and no external ranking is used. The result is generally not a retrodictively perfect ranking, and many unbroken ties are included in the final results. In 2008, GridMap had Utah at #1, followed by a three-way tie between Florida, Texas, and Southern Cal, and then a four-way tie at #5 between Oklahoma, Alabama, Penn State, and Ball State. It is notable that Ball State, which achieved an 11-2 record against a weak schedule, was not ranked in the final top 25 by MinV, either major poll, or any of the BCS computer rankings. Also, the GridMap algorithm ranks winless Washington (consensus #115) ahead of 10-3 Tulsa (consensus #40). This result indicates that the method used by GridMap, like early versions of MinV, may lead to questionable outcomes. These occur, at least in part, because GridMap's method ignores any violated game result for ranking purposes, so (as with MinV), the most surprising upsets make little impact on the GridMap rankings.
The rankings resulting from Coleman's work may not be suitable for inclusion in the BCS rankings at this time, yet they remain useful because they are based on sound logical principles and provide contrarian views to those of other ranking systems. The huge retrodictive advantage of MinV, as compared to previous methods, shows that there is a great deal of room for improvement among other types of computational methods in accurately reflecting prior onfield results. Perhaps new ranking systems will emerge, combining near-perfect retrodiction with a high degree of predictive accuracy, in a way that meaningfully accounts for upsets. Standing on its own, the MinV algorithm is a significant advance, using the power of high-speed computers to achieve the highest possible retrodictive success. 
